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Abstract

Fly ash is making from the combustion coal, which is a waste by-product of the combustion of industrial coal which is produced every year in India. In contrast, the rate of recycling is about 20% which is becoming one of the reasons for environmental menace. Fly ash derived from coal has a tremendous potential for conversion to Zeolites since it consists of high proportion of silica and calcium. Presently, a variety of processes have been enumerated for the synthesis of zeolites from coal fly ash such as adsorption. Nowadays, the wastewater pollution has posed a serious problem in the society as well in environment. It is appreciable if we overcome the problem of coloured wastewater by the application of fly ash based Zeolites as adsorbents.
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1. Introduction

Coal fly remains or ash is produced by burning coal in the coal-terminated force stations. Fly ash particles are considered to be highly contaminating, due to their enrichment toxic trace elements which condense from the flue gas. Research on the potential applications of these wastes has environmental relevance, in addition to industrial interest. Most of the fly ash which is produced is disposed of as landfill, a practice which is under examination for environmental concerns.

Zeolites are small,hydrated alumino-silicates that are worked from an endlessly expanding three dimensional system of [SiO₄]⁴⁻ and [AlO₄]⁵⁻ tetrahedral connected to one another at the corners (Querol et al. 2002). The primary building unit silica and alumina tetrahedral assemble to form an array of interconnecting channels or a system of cage-like voids as shown in Fig 1.1. It is these voids that define adsorption property of zeolite.

2. Methodology for Zeolite Synthesis

Various methods used for synthesizing zeolites from CFA are discussed below:

Fig 1.1 Cage like structure of zeolites (Querol et al., 2002)
2.1 Hydrothermal treatment method

This is the primitive method of synthesising zeolites from coal fly ash. In this method amorphous reactants containing silica and alumina are mixed in water to form aqueous reaction mixture at basic medium. Then it is heated at 100°C for 12 hours in sealed autoclave.

After this filtration and washing is done and product can be recovered by drying at temperature slightly more than 100°C for 2 hours (Lee et al., 2010).

Holler and Wirsching used fly debris as crude material for blend of zeolite utilizing aqueous technique in the year 1985. From that point onward, various analysts have utilized this procedure effectively, fluctuating the aqueous temperature inside the scope of 333–573 K (Henmi 1987 a, b; Yang et al., 1990; Shigemoto et al., 1992; Lin et al., 1995; Park et al., 1995; Chang et al., 1998).

Henmi (1987a, b) combined hydroxy-sodalite by traditional aqueous and thermal heating procedure in the temperature 353–363 K for 3–24 h. In context to the original fly ash, about 30% was successfully converted to hydroxy-sodalite.

Lin et al. (1995) broadly explored the impacts of the aqueous response parameters, including molarity of acidic reagents, temperatures and response time on the different properties of treated fly debris which furthermore improved the response parameters in order to get the result of the best quality.

Vadapalli et al. (2010) contemplated strong left overs coming about because of the dynamic treatment of corrosive mine seepage with CFA were effectively changed over to zeolite-P under gentle treatment conditions (aqueous and thermal). Electron microscopy demonstrated that the zeolite-P item was profoundly crystalline having high cation trade limit as well as surface area (70.1 m²/g) which has the prospective application in effluent source of waste water.

2.2 Method of fusion of Alkali followed by Hydro-thermal process

It is widely used method for zeolitization of CFA from the year 1990’s beyond. It involves the addition of an alkali besides hydrothermal treatment of fly ash. The mixture of fly ash and an alkali hydroxide is heated to higher temperature around 500-650°C. Addition of water is done followed by hydrothermal treatment of mixture. The alkali hydroxide acts as an activator which facilitates the formation of alumina-silicate salts which are highly reactive, readily water soluble and promotes zeolite formation (Ojha et al., 2004).

Berkgaut et al. (1996) assorted NaOH and CFA into an aqueous slurry before it is being heated. The clarity of zeolite was found to be high and contained only small amounts of remaining materials from the CFA mainly carbon and iron oxides.

Hollman et al. (1999) established the two phase aqueous technique, which has been the subject of extensive consequent intrigue. Much like fusion of alkalis, the strategy depends on 2 stages: the first has the impact of separating silica and to a progressively constrained degree of alumina from CFA into a sodium hydroxide arrangement. The Si/Al proportion of this arrangement is balanced and afterward a zeolite crystallization
organize at temperatures of <100 °C is completed. Hollman et al. displayed a mass equalization which proposes that 8% of the crude fly debris can be changed over into unadulterated zeolite contingent upon the conditions utilized. The strong build-up can be blended in with the arrangement to frame further zeolitic compounds.

A changed combination procedure to blend zeolites A and X from fly debris was examined by Chang and his co-workers (2000). Studies revealed that the expansion of aluminum hydroxide to the solution of CFA followed by thermal heating at 60 °C creates single-phase zeolite A and X conditioned on the place of origin of the received fly ash. It was concluded that the amount of dissolved aluminium particles is important for determining the kind of zeolite formed from fused fly ashes.

Querol et al. (2002) developed zeolitic material from coal fly debris utilizing two unique systems: (a) least pure zeolitic material acquired by direct transformation from various CFA remains, and (b) a highly pure 4A-X zeolite mix blended from the silica extricates got from the Meirama fly debris.

Ojha et al. (2004) prepared X-type zeolite by fusing NaOH after which the mixture is subjected to aqueous and thermal treatment. The developed zeolite was tested using various characterisation facilities such as Fourier transform infrared spectroscopy, scanning electron microscopy and X-ray diffraction.

Rungsuk et al. (2006) synthesized zeolite by fusion method. The conditions were optimized in order to obtain the product having high cation exchange capacity. CFA was mixed with NaOH at various ratios and the results revealed that the optimal ratio between CFA and NaOH.

Sutarno et al. (2007) incorporated faujasite from fly debris and its application for hydrocracking impetus of substantial oil distillates has been examined. Faujasite was incorporated from fly ash by aqueous response in basic arrangement through mix of reflux treatment of fly debris with HCl and combination with NaOH.

Lu et al. (2010) synthesized zeolite NaPI by hydrothermal method from CFA. The possibility of using modified zeolite NaPI as a material for the purpose of removing fluorine from drinking water was studied.

2.3 Microwave – assisted method

In the recent times, performing chemical reactions by microwave vitality has been an undeniably famous subject in mainstream researchers, thus in the fields of zeolite. The pioneer work on microwave synthesis of zeolite can be traced to 1993. he pioneer chip away at microwave amalgamation of zeolite can be followed to 1993. There are less examinations in setting to this technique for blend. Right now source is applied to the procedure. Using microwave heating along with the conventional heating increases the crystallisation rate, thus giving the highest purity zeolite product.

The authors stated that the productivity and different kinds of zeolite obtained using microwave and traditional approach experiments have been quite similar. Querol et al. (1997) used microwave-assisted method for zeolite synthesis from CFA, but they reported activation time to be decreased significantly by using microwaves.
3. Conclusions

There is abundance of CFA available which is generated as an additional production during coal combustion for power generation. Its proper disposal is becoming a global concern. In order to curb these environmental issues, the present study has reviewed all the methods that are efficient in the development of fly ash based zeolites.
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